I’ve had an opportunity to completely read this info now, very typical Joe, lots of little hints but nothing
concrete to work with. I can see why you have given up in disgust after 4 yrs. I’ve been looking at this on
and off for about 5 yrs.
I regularly read the info on the net, and have posted things that I have been trying, most of them side lines or
possibilities, nothing concrete.
I will try make clearer for you some of Joe’s talk (Waffle).
I am drawing from my own experiences, discussions and observations with Joe himself and the work of
other experimenters as well as research I have conducted into various things over the last few years that link
into what he doing.
I hope it helps! Please mark don’t give up it’s now SO CLOSE!!!
This is a lot of info and I hope I can get it across clear and logically.
A Joe Cell, the best description I can give to it is a manufactured magnet in a bottle! (Or any other nonmagnetic container). It uses the water as the medium and it has normal North and South poles at the top and
bottom, the video of his cell in a glass bottle where you see the water moving up and down between the
plates in a figure 8 is an example of a proper functioning cell.
The more plates in a cell the stronger the magnet; this is why Joe went to using old milk separator cones and
lots of them.
The big picture, he created the cell and used it on the car, pointed the only open end of the cell at the motor
(no exposure to outside atmosphere anywhere) it produced nothing and went nowhere, it actually drew from
the motor free electrons from the lattice structure of the cast iron, the motor has no earth connection, so no
more electrons could be introduced to the cast iron from the battery. (The starter was modified insulated
also) (Joe advised that during charging/stripping the block the cell would pull apart fiber gaskets and brake
pads, I was there one day he fused the brake disks of the rotors on the scorpion, but once it was fully
charged it could not be undone so that was a small price to pay.
It drew electrons because the water in the sealed cell was being broken down, the bond of the H20
molecules was being pulled apart, and the electrons being freed up were being stored/trapped on the plates
of the cell. The plates being magnetic poles, a self-perpetuating process where by the more electrons
released the stronger the magnetic force releasing them.
As electrons can not be pulled from the stainless material of the cell and it had no outside source to replace
them, it removed them from the block, this is why the alloy motor was popular, it was easy to remove the
electrons as they were more freely able to move.
Once a motor was stripped of the free electrons it would not conduct, the normal ignition spark would not
earth out on the block.
Stainless was the choice of material for the cell as it is non magnetic, he needed a material that wouldn’t
give up electrons and be pulled apart by the action of the cell and it had to be something that would not
create an opposing pole and be attracted if you placed a strong magnet near it, this allows him to store the
magnetic charge on the plate, and not have the material itself produce it’ own field and interfere with the
formation of the magnet itself, hence his dislike for welding, welding the SS will set a field in the metal of
the weld itself and will be attracted to a neo magnet (try it, run a neo magnet over the weld on a beer keg).
The cell will be killed as Joe puts it by other fields, driving under power lines gave it a big dose of free
electrons and the car stopped, having the cell near field producing electrons does the same thing.
Yes the cost in time and money tend mount up very quickly. I came to the realization about a year ago when
I became serious about playing with this, that any idiot can obtain the parts and put together a cell it’s not
difficult. I have invested my time and money in researching the power supply, as it’s the only variable. If
you need some SS let me know I have some in various sizes. Its interesting to note mention charging a cell
with a battery, are you aware that Joe never used a battery!! He may have used one after the cell was up and
running, but never in the actual charging process of water, this was something he let slip one afternoon
which confirmed for me that much of what he was telling people was dribble in an attempt to throw them of
the track. (More of the big picture) Joe loves magnets! I spent countless hours with him while he wound
them up and down, played little tricks, made poles disappear, swapped them around etc. I think he has quite

a good knowledge and that is definitely what he is trying to protect, his great love is Nicola Tesla, he never
shut up about him. Applying what I have seen and Joe’s two great loves above there had to be a link.
THERE IS!! Tesla discovered the rotating magnetic field, it was bastardized from there. We use a single
phase and rotate it on a horizontal plane. Tesla rotated it on a vertical plane, up and down. This what Joe has
duplicated and guards so well, I have found evidence to support this in Tesla’s original works, and surprise
surprise it matches with Joe’s mumblings.
Yes disappointment seems to be the normal result when dealing with the Joe Cell, however take hope from
the fact that Joe is not particularly a bright spark, and if he can do it ANYONE!! Can.
If you treat what he says with suspicion and only believe what you can either verify yourself or what
matches with other verified experiments or theories, the smoke screen the he is perpetuating begins,
(although slowly) to lift.
I have found that takings leaps of faith and blindly believing what he says only results in failure, this has
cost me considerable money and time, unfortunately neither of which I can afford to throw away.
Joe is definitely not telling the truth, otherwise this would have public knowledge many years ago, there
some very big interests involved in the background, who wish to insure this NEVER comes out.
Joe has actually been threatened and from what I can tell the info on the cell got out before he new what is
was or what it could do, there also appears to be a bit of a superiority complex there also, both seems to feed
off the other.
Are you aware Joe gave building cells, opting for applying the magic current directly to the water in the
cooling system of the vehicle.
Are you aware that starting with water in a cell it will step through the periodic table of elements in turn Joe
has taken off the top of the beer keg pure elements, about the first 20 (I have is science text outlining the
aqueous descriptions of each).
I assume you have seen the traditional pictures of the flows around a magnet (iron filings on a sheet of
paper) cut the top at the North Pole looping around and in the bottom at the South Pole. Nice attempt at
showing the flows around a magnet but unfortunately not accurate, because the iron filings themselves
become magnetized, it shows the attraction of a very fine magnetic material to a magnet, not the path to the
electrons around the magnet. Doing this little experiment we see only the result (the pole that’s created and
how it attracts things) not the direction the electrons are taking in creating and maintaining that constant
pole.
The picture or AC you see on the scope is exactly that, a representation on a flat screen, not a three
dimensional image.
An AC currant traveling along a wire doesn’t flow in a waveform across the width of the wire the way it is
represented on scope.
AC flows forward increasing in voltage from the source towards the load that falls back towards the source,
it’s a lineal thing not a waveform, (actually it’s a spiral but that’s another story)
I’m assuming you are also aware that a magnet currant is always at right angles to the flow of an electric
currant, well if an AC electric currant flows along a wire that was say across my desk the magnet field
(Poles) would be created above and below it, in the vertical plane, note that you can not be electrocuted by
the magnetic field created around a wire (regardless of how much voltage or amperage it carries) like you
can be the wire itself, this is important!
This is where it becomes complicated.
To sum things up briefly Joe has discovered that a flow of electrons around a magnet should be drawn as an
hourglass shape, with each end and constantly collapsing in upon itself, passing through the middle and
appearing at the opposite pole, hence the earth swaps poles 4 times a day but the flow/attraction of the pole
remains constant (it’s true)
Tesla worked this out many years ago and has been buried ever since, he discovered that if you use two AC
currants out of phase you can create a pure magnet currant, but the second currant has to be negative (we
don’t use negative we have a positive supply) place these two phases together

Deg out of phase and you have produced pure DC that will disappear off your scope!!!! Joe has said it’s AC
and DC together and it’s something else as well as magnetic.
To get: this negative currant is the fun bit.
The jury is still out as far as I am concerned as to whether Joe has any special abilities, yes he has been
playing with it for some time and his observations have provided him with great insight.
To put it all into perspective, I was thinking over the weekend, I need to add the very basic’s of what he is
doing so everyone has a level playing field, and all Joe’s mumbling can be put into perspective, to take it
back to it’s simplest.
Tesla was outside walking one day, there was an approaching thunderstorm, the clouds were dark and heavy
with moisture, but for some reason the rain held off, it wasn’t until there was a flash of lighting that the
deluge started, he realized that the lighting was a sensitive trigger, a trigger that a reaction within the cloud
that converted the water vapour back to water droplets.
Tesla set about trying to create electrical forces in the order of those in nature and achieving about 1000,000
Volts, but without success, he realized it was not the huge voltage of the lightning striking the ground that
triggered the chain reaction of converting the water vapour (humidity) back to water drops, but the negative
voltage of the earth striking up at the clouds.
This has been proven by the tornado chases in the USA they used an infer red camera and caught lightning
on film, the moment before the lightning struck the ground there was a flash, undetectable to the naked eye,
from the highest point of the ground, whether that be a tree or a mountain top to the cloud, the lightning
would then discharge down along this path to earth.
Tesla discovered this and started working with negative electricity or ground currents as opposed to positive
electricity.
You now see what Joe is up to, the engine block devoid of any free electrons and unable to conduct leaves
no path for the coil discharge to earth out, the coil itself is negatively wound (positive wound clockwise,
negative wound anticlockwise (I think)
Apparently according to Joe the earth currant has to be double the voltage of a normal positive currant to get
a spark to jump, hence he was chasing a coil from an old 80s Mercedes apparently in the 120.000 volt range,
this ties with the fact that many European cars have positive earth and were fitted with negatively wound
coils, (don’t think this is the case now though, they found a positive coil also works in a normal engine and
have stopped making them)
The discharge from the coil strikes at the humidity/water vapour in the combustion chamber of the motor as
this is at the time a sealed chamber, the intake valves are closed and the piston is at the bottom of the stroke,
the conversion of the humidity back to water drops creates a huge decrease in volume and hence vacuum
pulling the piston back up, when the exhaust valve opens air is available again and its converts back not
fully to humidity but to a white cold fog!
So the magic is not so magic at all!!!
The trick lies in isolating this negative currant, and stripping the electrons from the block.
The big picture really does help, doesn’t it, I had buckleys chance of connecting it all together until one day
Joe mentioned Tesla’s autobiography “My Inventions” I searched for it with out luck for a while, but finally
discovered it in an interstate library, interestingly enough I got the publisher and ISN number but was
informed the publisher had never been heard of and the book never published.
Copies of his autobiography are available on the net, whether they are the same or not I don’t know,
needless to say I borrowed book again and never took it back.
Another article you will find relevant, if not astounding is “The Problem of increasing Human Energy”
century magazine June 1900 written by Tesla, explains in more detail, but you will need to read it in context
of the big picture you now know!
The Zener Diode is straight from the horses mouth, while sitting in his lounge room testing cells had bought
in, I put it to him straight, saying the only difference between what your doing and what I am doing is the
power supply, what’s different, he wouldn’t say anything until the other person with the cell was gone. He

said that’s the key to the whole thing, I’m not going to tell you that, that would be just giving it away, I’ll
tell you what parts I’m using that way you can work it out for yourself, if your good enough!!!
A zener diode is and a very small resister on one output lead, and another diode on the other (didn’t say of
the other was an zener)
Taking into account what he has said and drawn in front of me, (the standard output of the secondary
traveling forward along the lead to the cell, and saying that the electron flow coming back along the same
lead needs to be turned around)
This electron flow coming back that allows currant to flow is in fact his Magic Negative, if it travels back
on the top lead of the secondary it will be traveling forward on the bottom lead of the same winding as a
winding is a continuous piece of wire, as per Joe’s explanation.
Therefore placing a zener diode on the top output lead of a secondary and matching it to the output voltage
of the secondary, eg. 12 volt zener and 12 volt output from transformer nothing will flow to the cell,
however there is a small leakage associated with using a zener usually 0.3 to 0.6 volts, so the small resistor
is after the zener.
The zener will pass electrons coming back from the cell but will not conduct currant in the forward direction
until it passes enough to reach it’s rated voltage, Joe has advised you only get half the equivalent voltage
back, so a 12 volt set up will only produce an equivalent 6 volt negative at the bottom of the secondary
winding.
Try first up a half wave rectifier signal on one of the secondary outputs and the negative on the other, in
creating the negative either have it center tapped or run it back to earth on the mains plug (but be careful)
the currant you will get back from earth will match the amperage output of your secondary.
No dramas! It’s your information now too do what you want with it.
Thank you for keeping my name out of it though, the last thing I need in an in-box flooded with mail.
As for Bob, Ah Yes!! I have heard of him, don’t know him personally but if I remember correctly he was
contact with Joe.
As I say Joe says a lot of things to a lot of people and a lot of it conflicting! For Bob to blindly accept what
Joe has told him to be gospel truth is a dangerous thing, I have read the information you sent, heard Joe tell
people things similar but also heard him tell people things different, It’s not until I could get parts of three or
four versions to match and verify it with my own eyes that I believe anything he has said, blind faith is a
dangerous and costly thing when someone isn’t being straight with you.
The article that Tesla wrote is “The Problem of Increasing Human Energy” it appeared in “Century
Magazine” June 1900, I got the Qld state Library to find it for me, they got a photocopy of it from
Macquarie University archives, I am in the process or reading it again myself at present.
As for the Power Supply, this will make it even more crystal clear!!!!
You are aware that for a conventional currant to flow there must be an electron flow in the opposite
direction this the basic of electronics, as we know it.
The opposing poles of a magnet attract each other but there is no currant that we can register flowing around
a magnet.
So there can’t bean electron flow!!!
The reason, and this is what Joe knows!! Is that the towards flowing potential on the positive turns into the
backflow or what would normally be the electron flow on the negative (negative being a forward flowing
earth currant) and the forward flowing potential on the negative turns into the backflow or what we would
call electron flow on the positive.
Opposite potentials when they meet head on are attracted (as opposites poles on a magnet do) by meeting a
positive and negative potential head on the opposing potential takes the place of the conventional electron
flow and a pure magnetic currant is allowed to flow with no movement of electrons!
No registerable currant, as measured by electron flow can be detected!!
Clarification!!
If you imagine a positive and negative currant meeting head on, (ignore for the moment that they would
need an electron flow to move) each currant is traveling forward towards the other in a spiral, one spiraling

clockwise and the other spiraling anticlockwise, when they meet each will backtrack the spiral path the
other took to get there, they will wind themselves together and become each others backflow allowing each
currant to move, this is what I have been able to verify, and matches with what Joe has said, Joe meeting a
positive and a negative potential head on in a cell.
We have a positive mains supply, we say that this positive currant alternates and flows in the opposite
direction that it is negative IT’S NOT!!! It’s simply a positive currant flowing in the opposite/reverse
direction.
We connect the mains positive to the active/neutral in a single cycle when the potential of the positive
(voltage) has reached peak and drops back to zero, the active/neutral now has lost it’s electrons, they rush
back from the positive and currant is caused to flow in the opposite direction (think of it as a closed system)
There is no negative in this system, Joe keeps going on and on about how we never use the negative and
what we call negative is not, well he is correct, we only take advantage of half of what’s out there, we only
use the positive as this the only way it can be metered. (And paid for)
Otherwise people would (and you can!) be using free electrons supplied from a transformer secondary tied
to earth and simply having the mains as a source of alternating potential gradient (to quote Tom
Beardon/Bendini) nothing would need to flow back in the mains as you would only connect one lead on the
primary to the active on the mains, so no currant would be drawn so nothing would be metered!
Tesla made use of his negative currant, when he spoke of negative he spoke of currant coming from earth
traveling forward in the same direction as the positive and alternating in exactly the same way.
He worked out his rotating magnetic field using both a positive currant that alternated as well as a negative
currant that alternated.
People who have taught conventional electronics have GREAT difficulty in accepting this, but it is
something I have been able to verify, I found it in his original works, and Joe will shut up about it.
Tesla discovered that by using a positive and a negative ALTERNATING POTENTIAL, and TIMING that
alternation so when they were joined they were 270deg out of phase that it turned into a rotating magnetic
flow.
Hope you can see more clearly what’s going on!
As for the keg, I was not aware Joe let one he used out of his sight!!!! Be careful here, last time I heard he
had stashed it somewhere and no one was doing anything with it.
As for the cones I assume they are not welded anywhere and you have tested them with a neo magnet.
As for pulling a lot of amps, yes that’s possible, it depends on what occurs naturally dissolved in the water,
the sheer volume of this in water and the volume of water itself in the keg would a lot of amps to be drawn.
Theory has it (and it’s only theory until I can test it) that the natural conductivity of whatever is dissolved in
the water, provides the back flow or electron flow to allow the positive and negative charges to move and be
stored on the plates, remember that there is only potential at the output lead and when you touch it to the SS
plate it becomes an extension of the lead with a significantly increased surface area, as the plate will give up
electrons to the lead, but the water will.
Once this charge is built up on each opposing plate they begin to react with each other and set up a magnetic
field between them.
You say Joe got the keg to work without any special power supply, ask yourself the question, why then has
no one else.
Joe advised me that the power supply he used for the keg was modified!!!

